MINUTES OF COE GRADUATE COUNCIL
February 7, 2007
PRESENT: Alsup, Calhoon, Carriveau, Chandler, Cooch, Fuller, Hall, Hovland,, Jones,
Molseed, Simpson, Stone
Stone, Fuller, Hovland, and Simpson reported on new cohorts to be started in fall 2007.
Cohorts will begin in technology, reading, and math. Two new reading cohorts will
include a hybrid (online/face-to-face) cohort in Gillette and an online cohort.
Molseed reported on the status of the MSCI Science Specialization. It is likely that a
group can begin in fall 2007.
Jones reported on the National Writing Project. This is not yet firm.
The group discussed proposed changes based on an analysis of 2005-06 assessment data.
Coordinators Fuller, Hovland, Stone, and Briggs are working to complete stronger
alignments of assessments to individual SPA Standards for each MSCI specialization.
An action plan was developed to strengthen the required leadership component beyond
the classroom. IRA and ISTE have advanced level standards that clearly call for this
practicum for the reading specialist and technology facilitator programs, and the state of
South Dakota has a leadership requirement for the math specialist and science specialist
programs. Additionally, Proposition Five of the adopted NBPTS Standards calls for
candidates to function as effective members of the learning community. Data show that
this component needs to be strengthened. Fuller, Hovland, Carriveau, Stone, and
Simpson will serve as a sub-committee to revise ED 754, Staff Development in Schools,
which has not been offered in several years. The course title will be changed to
Professional Development Practicum in Schools, and it will be a required course in the
reading specialist and technology facilitator programs. The new course will be offered for
the first time in spring 2009. The math specialist program has an identified clinical
practice experience embedded in a course but does not have a clinical practicum
COURSE. That issue was tabled until another meeting. Simpson will discuss the issue
with CAMSE faculty.
Molseed reported on the 2005-06 program review that complements the 2005-06
assessment report. The review indicates a need to study the capstone process and
whether or not the portfolio is meeting our standards as the culminating event for all
candidates. The group discussed the strength of a return to emphasizing the
Collaborative Research Publication (CRP) as culminating event of choice.
The group noted weaknesses in alignment with ELCC standards for the Curriculum
Director specialization. That specialization option will be removed from the MSCI at
BHSU.
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